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Abstract. Nowadays, Web encyclopedias suﬀer from a high bounce
rate. Typically, users come to an encyclopaedia from a search engine
and upon reading the ﬁrst page on the site they leave it immediately
thereafter. To tackle this problem in systems such as Web shops additional browsing tools for easy ﬁnding of related content are provided. In
this paper we present a tool that links related content in an encyclopaedia in a usable and visually appealing manner. The tool combines two
promising approaches – tag clouds and historic search queries – into a
new single one. Hence, each document in the system is enriched with a
tag cloud containing collections of related concepts populated from historic search queries. A preliminary implementation of the tool is already
provided within a Web encyclopaedia called Austria-Forum.
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1

Introduction

Content in Web encyclopedias such as Wikipedia is mainly accessed through
search engines. Typically, users with an interest in a certain encyclopedic topic
submit a Google search, click on a Wikipedia document from the result list and
upon reading the document they either go back to Google to reﬁne their search,
or close their browsers if they have already found the information they needed.
Such a user behaviour on encyclopedia sites is traceable through a typical high
bounce rate (see Alexa1 for instance) of such sites. Essentially, users do not
browse or search in Wikipedia to ﬁnd further relevant content - they are rather
using Google for that purpose.
In our opinion, Web encyclopedias lack simple and usable tools that involve
users in explorative browsing or searching for related documents. In other Web
systems, most notably Web shops, diﬀerent approaches have been applied to
tackle this situation. For example, one popular approach involves oﬀering related
information through collaborative ﬁltering techniques as on Amazon. Google or
Yahoo! apply a similar approach to oﬀer related content by taking the users’
search query history into account via sponsored links [4].
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Recently, social bookmarking systems emerged as an interesting alternative to
search engines for ﬁnding relevant content [3,7]. These systems apply the concept
of social navigation [5] i.e. users browse by means of so-called tag clouds, which
are collections of keywords assigned to diﬀerent online resources by diﬀerent
users [2] driven by diﬀerent motivations [8].
In this paper we introduce a novel approach of oﬀering related content to
users of Web encyclopedias. The approach is based on simple idea of integrating
a tagging system into a Web encyclopedia and populating that system not only
with user-generated tags but also with automatically collected Google query tags.
In this way we combine two promising approaches successfully applied elsewhere
into a single new one – the access to related content is granted not only through
social trails left in the system by other users but also through search history of
general user population. To test this idea a prototype tool has been implemented
within a Web encyclopedia called Austria-Forum2 .
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the basic idea of this
new approach and provides an analysis of its potentials. Section 3 shortly discusses the implementation of the idea within Austria-Forum. Finally, Section 4
concludes the paper and provides an outlook for the future work in this area.

2

Approach

The basic idea of this new approach is to combine provision of related documents as oﬀered by social bookmarking sites and by e.g. Google search query
history. On the one hand, tag clouds represent a usable and interesting alternative navigation tool in modern Web-based systems. Moreover, they are very
close to the idea of explorative browsing [6], i.e. they capture nicely the intent
of users coming to a system from a search engine - users have searched in e.g.
Google and now they click on a concept in a tag cloud that reﬂects their original
search intent. On the other hand, Google search query history, i.e. queries that
are “referrers” to found documents are an invaluable source of information for
reﬁning user search in the system. It is our belief that an integration of such historical queries into a tag cloud user interface provides a promising opportunity
to lead users to related documents.
To make this idea work the tag clouds need to be calculated in a context
or resource-speciﬁc way, i.e. each resource in the system is associated with a
special tag cloud. This resource-speciﬁc tag cloud captures the most important
concepts and topics related to the current document and hence provides a useful
navigational tool for exploration of related resources in the system. In addition
to the user-generated tags the related concepts and topics are obtained from
historic Google search queries leading to the resource in question.
To investigate the feasibility of this approach before implementing it, we conducted an analysis of tagging data automatically obtained from Google queries
for Austria-Forum (AF). Thus, Google query tags have been collected over a
period of four months and analyzed using the following metrics: number of tags
2
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Table 1. Growth of tagging set over time with user-generated and Google query tags
(a) User Tags
day
-200
-160
-120
-80
-40
now

#t
3,202
7,829
8,980
10,009
10,628
11,097

#tnew
3,202
4,627
1,151
1,029
619
469

#r
4,884
7,450
9,109
11,523
12,421
12,871

(b) Google Query Tags
#rnew
4,884
2,566
1,659
2,414
898
450

day
-60
-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
now

#t
3,906
7,020
10,018
12,772
15,615
17,743
19,867

#tnew
3,906
3,114
2,998
2,754
2,843
2,128
2,124

#r
1,698
3,160
4,710
6,245
8,055
9,368
10,659

#rnew
1,698
1,462
1,550
1,535
1,810
1,313
1,291

#t, number of new tags #tnew , number of resources #r, and number of new
resources #rnew . The analysis observed the changes in these metrics over time.
Table 1 shows the potential of the Google query term approach. Over 10,659
AF resources were tagged during a period of 60 days by Google query tags.
Compared to the user-generated tags in AF, which show an average increase
of 399.35 tagged resources per 10 days for the last 200 days (see Table 1(a)),
an average of around 1,500 new tags per 10 days for the last 60 days has been
achieved with the query tags (see Table 1(b)). Thus, automatic tagging approach
annotated four times more resources than the human approach within AF.
As the last step two tagging datasets have been combined. The combined
dataset annotates 20,688 resources, which is an increase of nearly 100% in the
number of annotated resource as compared to user-generated tags. Additionally,
the combined dataset contains 27,824 unique tags (an increase of 150%). Similar
results have been obtained by [1] for the stanford.edu domain.

3

Implementation

The ﬁrst prototypical implementation of the tool consists of four modules.
Tag Collection Module: The module consists of two sub-modules: a clientand a server sub-module. The client collects HTTP-Referrer information of
the users that comes from the Google search engine to a particular resource
within Austria-Forum. The client sub-module is implemented via JavaScript
AJAX. The server is a Web service that processes HTTP-Referrer headers
sent over by the client sub-module. Firstly, the service identiﬁes single query
terms and denotes them as potential tags. Secondly, to ﬁlter out the noisy
tags a stop word and a character ﬁlter is applied.
Tag Storage Module: This module stores the tags obtained by the collection
module into a database. Currently, the tag database is hosted on a MySql
server as a normalized tag database.
Tag (Cloud) Generation Module: To provide the access to related documents a resource-speciﬁc tag cloud is calculated by this module. This tag
cloud is of the form T Cr = (t1 , ..., tn , r1 , ..., rm ), where r1 , ..., rm are the resources that have any of t1 , ..., tn tags in common. The calculated tag clouds
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are cached on the server-side to improve the performance of the system. For
retrieving the tags and the corresponding resources this module provides a
simple interface that consists of two functions: GetT ags(U RL) (generates a
XML representation of a tag cloud), and GetLinks(U RL, tag) (generates a
XML representation of the resource list for a particular tag).
Tag Cloud Presentation Module: This modul is a client-side AJAX module implemented in JavaScript. It manipulates the browser DOM objects to
render a tag cloud in a visually appealing fashion.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an approach for exploring related resources in Web
encyclopedias. The tool aims at oﬀering additional navigational paths to related
resources for users of such systems in general, and for users who come to these
systems from a search engine such as Google. The future work will include development of a theoretical framework to compare this approach to other approaches
aiming at a provision of related content in web-based information systems. In
addition to theoretical investigations, a usability study to assess the acceptance
and usefulness of the tool will be carried out.
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